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Instructions for Bar SAC™
1. Pull strap with adjustable male end through
guides.
2. Set The Bar SAC™ on headlight and wrap the
straps around the handle bars.
3. Clip the male end into the female end and
pull tight.
4.You can cut and melt the excess strap, but be
sure to leave enough for any other
applications you may have.
5. If you would like the Bar SAC™ at a different
angle, don’t run the strap through the guides.
6.You can easily clip the Bar SAC™ to other
SAC™ products.
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Instructions for Jam SAC™

1. Pack the
waterproof bag
and pull
drawstring tightly.

2. Place the free end of
the compression system
over the drawstring
opening so all four
compression straps are
in line. Compress the
bag as far as desired to
make a firm pack.

3. Place the sissy bar cover over your sissy bar
and pull strap tight. Use the long straps to
secure Jam SAC™ to turn signal struts or other secure
location. OR: Pull male ends of the two long straps tight
and attach Jam SAC™ to other SAC™ products and use
SAC Net™ to further secure load and other belongings.

Instructions for Camp SAC™
1. Remove tent and sleeping bag cover bags. (Don’t throw cover
bags away).
2. Stuff your tent and tent fly into the bottom of the bag.
3. Place the two air mattresses side by side on top of the tent.
4. Stuff the two sleeping bags around the air mattresses and place
the two pillows on top.
5. Follow steps 1-3 from the Jam SAC™ instructions above.
6. Attach the SAC Net™ to the D-rings on the Camp SAC.™
Put the tent poles and stakes into the tent bag and thread the
bag through the spaces in the SAC Net.™ Tie the bag to the
SAC Net.™
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Please Note
Your Camp SAC™ weighs 24 lbs. full, so be sure to load your motorcycle according to
the manufacturer’s manual. Make sure your tire pressure is correct for your load and
your motorcycle is balanced. If you are uncertain of how to properly load your
motorcycle please see your dealer for help.
Important Note For All SAC Products: Make sure to load your motorcycle according to the manufacturer’s manual. Check your tire pressure to insure that
your bike is properly balanced when loaded.

